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The Rising Above Band: Travelling on Tribal Trails
“Hey, I recognize you from Tribal Trails!”
A familiar refrain as we travel across the provinces. Case in point,
this August while travelling home from a road trip we stopped for
gas in Yorkton, Saskatchewan. A First Nations man came up to
Howard and said, “You sing on Tribal Trails. I watch that show all
the time. It keeps me going.” Similarly, a few years ago I received
a letter in the mail from a lady who wrote to say that she saw us on
Tribal Trails and was so touched
by the music she just had to order
our CDs. She explained that she
was going through a very difficult
time in her life and, in her words,
“your music saved my life.” Then
just weeks ago while backstage
getting ready to perform at a music festival near Steinbach, an
older gentleman came rushing
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over to see us. With a tear in his
eye he told us he watches us on Tribal Trails and our music really
ministers to him - so much so that when he heard we were singing
here he was so excited and drove all the way from Winnipeg to see
us.
If you’re unfamiliar with the weekly 30 minute TV show, Tribal
Trails, it’s a down to earth TV ministry aimed at reaching Indigenous people. With an Indigenous moderator set in backdrops that
have a homey, rustic feel, the testimonies, teaching and music are
from Indigenous people. The audience however, goes beyond just
Indigenous people. We are always in awe at how many nonindigenous people comment to us, “I saw you on Tribal Trails this

week!” The simplicity and
realness of the show must
be a catchy alternative to
the many other broadcasts
available.
It’s encounters like these,
and there have been too
many to remember over
the years, that inspire us
and give us reason to beRecording at the Tribal Trails Studio
lieve our music is touching hearts and making a difference in people’s lives. And for us
that’s what it’s all about. With this in mind, we wanted to again
sow into this ministry.
In August we travelled to Prince Albert for a week of music ministry that included 3 days of recording with Tribal Trails. The trip
was spawned initially by the invitation of Ivan & Bernice Chartrand to sing in the Gospel Music Jamboree there. Only Howard
had ever been to the Tribal Trails studio before so we viewed the
trip as an excellent opportunity to see where the show emanates
from and record some new material.
It was a pleasure to work with the camera and production crew. We
felt honored and appreciated.
-Terry Martin, Director of Operations
Tribal Trails is a ministry of Northern Canada Evangelical Mission
www.ncem.ca

Ride for Refuge is a family friendly fundraising event that
Rising Above participates in annually to raise money
for Rising Above.

COME RIDE or WALK on
September 30, 2017
Join a Rising Above team in Winnipeg, Kitchener or Thunder
Bay or donate to a participant at www.rideforrefuge.org
Register at www.rideforrefuge.org
Contact Terry Martin for information.
204-371-5708.
Rising Above Abuse Counselling Agency

REGIONAL RISING
ABOVE CONFERENCE
Rising Above the Generational
Impacts of Residential Schools

WINNIPEG, MB
November 22-25, 2017
Details can be found at
www.risingabove.ca

Ishaawin Counselling Centre
Thunder Bay, ON

Authentic Relationship
We live in a world of increasing pseudo-relationships. For example,
in the world of social media I am told that people will carry on
“dating” relationships without every talking to their partner in person. It is a relationship in a sense but it’s missing some realities. It’s
not authentic. The obvious problem is that one or both people present who they choose to be instead of who they really are. They put
on a mask as it were. Alas, hiding behind a mask to hide one’s fears,
frailties and brokenness is an all too common experience. In counselling, the counsellor creates a safe environment and invites the
counselee to reveal who they really are without fear of judgment or
abandonment. They model the relationship that God our heavenly
Father longs to have with them.
Beyond the Mask: Inviting People into Authentic Relationship was
the theme of this year’s annual fundraising breakfast. Three people
gave testimony to how the counsellors at Ishaawin invited them into
a trusting, authentic relationship, and through that relationship they
were able to work through personal and relational issues and experience life beyond their mask. What an inspiration and encouragement it was to hear of the remarkable personal growth and transformation in their lives.
We have had a number of staff changes in the Ishaawin office this

year, but God has been faithful in filling the vacancies. In April Joshua
Wong, our only male counsellor, found
an opportunity for full time counselling work elsewhere. Regrettably, we
were not in a position to increase his
part-time hours. We miss him but want
to bless him in this pursuit. In June we
hired Lisa Edwards as Executive and
Administrative Assistant. Lisa brings
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skills from a varied work background
including children’s ministry, foodservice, and 10+ years of combined leadership and management experience.
At Ishaawin we have always offered our counselling services to
First Nations and people of all cultures regardless of their ability to
pay. We feel that is part of our mission. If clients are unable to pay
our modest fee they are asked to work out a suitable fee with their
counsellor. Consequently, counselling revenue accounts for less
than 25% of the total revenue. We rely on God and donations from
people like you to keep the ministry going. Please consider giving
generously to help someone to move beyond their mask and experience authenticity.

Parry Sound, ON
Grief is something that touches all of our lives in one way or another. One may think that it comes primarily through the loss of a loved
one, but as any Grief Recovery Specialist will tell you, grief comes in many forms and for many reasons. Loss of a job, a move, a divorce
or a death of a loved one are just some of the ways a person can experience grief.
First Nations communities recognize the huge amounts of unresolved grief present among their people and have begun to seek ways to deal
with that grief. Johan has been able to connect with several people within the communities and begin to guide them through the steps
needed to complete or resolve the conflicting feelings associated with that grief. In the process, this begins to break down feelings of isolation and hopelessness.
What does that look like in practical ways? Here are a few examples of the progress some have
made through their work in grief recovery. Brenda, who has been living a life of addiction, abuse
and in conflict with her family for years, has made peace and broken the isolation and is in the process of becoming clean and free from addictive behavior. Sue has found purpose in life and reasons
to live. Teresa, who has felt her world spin out of control, has found traction and is even helping
others to find meaning in their lives.

Johan and Kerrie Strydom

As we see the changes in people’s lives, we recognize the immense benefit of being able to provide
this teaching and training and we hope that it will grow, resulting in more people finding freedom
and meaning for their lives.

Looking at the effects that grief can have on someone’s life if left unresolved or undetected; addictive behaviours, isolation, and hopelessness, we see the need also for a connecting point for young people to provide an alternative to those behaviours which can derail a young
life. Johan is in the process of designing a curriculum for a leadership development course for youth. We hope that by connecting with
youth earlier, fostering a community and sense of identity and purpose, that when grief comes, and it will, they will have skills and a community to connect with and heal within. By learning who they are, why they’re on this earth and the role they have to play in their community and the world, they will have an anchor to weather the storms of life that come their way and will be able to light the path for those
around them and be all that the Creator has in store for them.
Johan & Kerrie Strydom, along with their 2 children live near Parry Sound. They joined Rising Above as missionaries in April and Johan
works with the nearby First Nations communities. For more information on them and their work, visit www.risingabove.ca.
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